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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an unusually

elegant and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

SCHURS GENERALIZATION OF HILBERTS INEQUALITY

RAY REDHEFFER AND PETER VOLKMANN

We assume am, bn, ck are complex constants, m, n, Xk are integers, and a is real

but not an integer. If 2 denotes a finite sum, clearly

(2*\%ckeiX'x\dx >\ f2"'2ckei{Xt~'')*dx
•'o I Jo

= 2 | sin tra
Xk - a

On the other hand, by the Schwarz inequality and the orthogonality of {<?""},

niaymxlby"*\dx^(2.Z\am\2y/2(2.Z\bn\2y/2.

Since the left member of this second inequality admits a representation as the left

member of the first, with ck = ambn, Xk = m + n, and k running over the indices

(m, n), the two together give Schur's form of Hubert's inequality,

amK      [„       g       (vi      i2)1/2/Vn, i2\,/2

The method succeeds with equal ease, and gives the same result, when am, bn, ck

are square matrices of the same size over C and | ■ | denotes the Euclidean norm; as

far as we know, this result is new. Further extensions involve additional ideas,

however, and will be presented elsewhere.

The above method has affinities with those in [1-3] but does not assume

m + n — a > 0 and does not require use of a polarization identity to pass from the

case am = bm to the general case.
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